
Learning challenge questions: 

How far did the God’s influence Ancient Greece? 

How far can you throw your shadow? (science) 

Summer 1 topic activities – You choose! How many of these 

activities can you complete? Can you think of other activities linked to our learning?  

Have fun exploring and finding out!  

 

 

 

 



Science 
LO: To notice that light is reflected from surfaces.  
 
Watch this short film to see how reflective surfaces and materials can be useful especially when outside at night. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/ztcg9j6 
While you’re watching think about  

• What does it look like if a material reflects well?  

• Which colours do you think reflect most light? 

• What are reflective materials used for?  
 
You have been asked to help design a new book bag with a reflective strip. You need to find the most reflective material for the bag. Gather 
some different materials from your recycling or from around the house (plastic, card, paper, metal, craft equipment). To test your materials you 
need to make a reflection tester – make this before you test your materials.  
. 
Attach a piece of white card to a torch: 

1. Cut a hole in the centre of the card and push the torch through so that the card fits snugly around the torch without you having to hold 
it. 

2. Shine the torch at the material you are testing. 
3. If the material reflects light well, you will see the reflected light shine through the white card and light it up. 

 
Decide which would be the best reflective material. Send me a picture of the best material for your book bag and then design your book bag 
with the reflective strip.  
LO: To notice that light is reflected from surfaces.  
 
Look in a mirror – raise your right hand. What has happened? Did your right hand go up in the mirror? The image in a plain mirror appears to be 
reversed – so everything in a mirror is reversed!  
 
Play these mirror games.  
 
Use a mirror to write a short reversed message to me.  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/ztcg9j6


• Think of a message to write.  

• Write it down on one strip of paper 

• Put a mirror next to it so it shows the reversed message.  

• Write the message in the mirror and send this picture to me on class dojo and I will try to guess what it says!  
 

Mirror Maze  

• Hold a mirror above your head 

• Try to walk in a wavy line while only looking in the mirror  

• Was it easy or hard? Why?  
 

LO: To recognise that shadows are formed when the light from a light source is blocked by a solid object. 
 
You have been asked to help design some new curtains which will stop the light from coming in. You need to find the best material for the 
curtains. Gather some different materials from your recycling or from around the house (plastic, card, paper, metal, craft equipment). To test 
your materials you need to shine a touch into each material and observe if it is opaque, transparent or translucent. You want the curtains to be 
opaque. Sort your materials into transparent, translucent and opaque. Send me a picture of how you have sorted them. Which material did you 
decide on and why? 
 
(Opaque objects block light, transparent objects let light travel through them easily and translucent scatter light so we can’t see completely see 
through them)  
 
 

LO: To find patterns in the way that the size of shadows change.  
 
Design and make a shadow puppet theatre to explore how shadows change.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-hL28SkHf1g 
Make puppets for your show and make the shadow bigger or smaller by bringing them closer or further away. Send me a video of your puppet 
theatre and explain what you found out.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-hL28SkHf1g


Art, design and technology 
LO: To improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, painting and sculpture with a range of materials.  
 
Ancient Greeks loved art and they expressed themselves through it. One of the things that Ancient Greece is famous for is Greek vases. 
Look at images of different Greek vases and make a Greek vase using paper mache, a balloon and cardboard. You will need to think carefully 
about your design and take care when painting.  
Instructions for this activity are found here:  
https://artlessonsforkids.me/2011/04/24/papier-mache-greek-vases-in-grade-seven/ 
 
The design can be as simple or as complicated as you like. If you can, try to stick to the traditional colours. If you are stuck for resources, be 
inventive!  
Share a photo of your vases with me, I can’t wait to see them! 
 
(if you have clay at home you can also use this)  
(I have also uploaded a blank paper outline of a vase just in case you’re unable to make a model vase!) 

LO: To improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, painting and sculpture with a range of materials.  
 
Look at images of different Greek gods and goddesses. Choose one to either make a collage of using different materials or to sketch. If you 
decide to sketch you need to use either paint or coloured pencils/felt tips to add further detail.  
 
Try to be as creative as possible!  

 
LO: Generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas through discussion, annotated sketches, cross sectional and exploded 
diagrams, prototypes, pattern pieces and computer aided design.  
 
In Theseus and the Minotaur, Theseus has to face a scary mythical creative called a Minotaur. The minotaur is hidden in a labyrinth which is 
a kind of maze. I would like you to design a game using the design of the labyrinth in which Theseus has to escape. 

• What will your game look like? 

• Could it be made up of squares? 

•  Could there be an activity/challenge on each square?  

https://artlessonsforkids.me/2011/04/24/papier-mache-greek-vases-in-grade-seven/


• Could it be a bit like snakes and ladders? 

• Look at a variety of board games and use these to design your own game. Before you start to make it use paper to draw your ideas. 
Make sure it fits the board/card/paper you’re using.  

• Remember that Theseus has to escape and there will need to be a start and end point.   

• Think carefully think about the rules and how to play the game as you need to write the rules and instructions. Design the board 
game. 

LO: Generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas through discussion, annotated sketches, cross sectional and exploded 
diagrams, prototypes, pattern pieces and computer aided design.  
 
Play your game and test it. Does anything need to change?  
Are the instructions clear?  
Is it fun?  
What do you like about it?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

History 
LO: Ancient Greece – a study of Greek life and achievements and their influence on the Western world.  
 
The Ancient Greeks have influenced our lives in many ways and one of their lasting legacies is the Olympics. The Olympics is a worldwide 
sporting event which happens every four years. The last Olympic games was in 2016, the next Olympic games was scheduled to be in 2020 
but due to the virus has sadly been postponed to 2021.  
I would like you to research the different sports played at the Olympic games now and the sports that we would have seen in Ancient 
Greece. Draw a Venn diagram to show the different sports then and now. Remember if there are any that are the same these go in the 
middle! Send me a photo of your Venn diagrams!  
 
Extra challenge – strike a pose of an Olympic sport, ask someone to take a photo, then send it to me on class dojo and I will try to guess the 
sport! Let’s see how many I can get right!  
 

LO: Ancient Greece – a study of Greek life and achievements and their influence on the Western world.  
 
The Ancient Greeks worshipped Greek Gods and Goddesses.  The Greeks believed that gods and goddesses watched over them. 

These gods were a bit like humans, but they lived forever and were much more powerful. They felt human emotions, like love, anger and 
jealousy, and they did not always behave themselves. The Greeks thought the gods lived high above Mount Olympus, in a palace in the 
clouds. From here, they kept an eye on life below. From time to time, they would interfere in what was going on. They could send storms if 
they were angry and decide who was victorious in wars. Sometimes they even played tricks on humans too. Each god and goddess had 
power over a different aspect of life or the world. 

Look at https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z87tn39/articles/zgt7mp3 and click on the images of the Greek Gods and Goddesses to find 
out more about them. 

You can also find out more information here: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z87tn39/articles/zgt7mp3


https://www.historyforkids.net/ancient-greek-gods.html 

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-h-066-greek-god-fact-file 

 Use this information to design some Top Trumps cards. 

https://thelittleden.com/create-your-own-top-trumps/ 

• Remember to choose the same categories for each card e.g. magic, strength, beauty, power.  

• You need to include an image 

• Remember to put their name on the top 

• Include one or two sentences about them.  

 Once you have made your cards play the game. How many cards did you win?  

 

https://www.historyforkids.net/ancient-greek-gods.html
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-h-066-greek-god-fact-file
https://thelittleden.com/create-your-own-top-trumps/

